
Secrets to Perfect Laundry 
You spent a lot of time picking out your favorite outfit (you look great, by the way), and 
you want to get the most wear out of it that you can. Our simple laundering tips will 
help you keep your clothing looking fabulous for years to come.

Prewash Checklist
• Treat stains.
• Zip zippers and close snaps and hooks. Leave buttons undone, as buttoning them can stress surrounding fabric during the wash.
• Turn pockets inside out and unroll cuffs.
• Turn delicate items, sweaters, and cotton T-shirts inside out.

Cycle What It Does When To Use It

Regular Fast agitation and spin Sturdy and/or very dirty 
fabrics, e.g., towels, jeans

Average loads

Permanent 
Press

Medium-speed agitation 
with slow spin

Synthetic fabrics, including 
rayon, knits, polyester, 

and acetates

Delicate Slower agitation and spin Thin, lacy, and loosely
 woven fabrics

Temperature When To Use It

Hot White loads

Warm Average load, permanent 
press fabrics, heavily soiled 

colored fabrics

Cold Dark or bright colors, 
delicate fabrics

Which Cycle? Which Temperature Setting? 

Why Thieves Laundry Soap? 
It gently washes laundry items with the 
combined power of Young Living essential oils 
and naturally derived cleansing enzymes, leaving 
them fresh, clean, and free from any harmful 
synthetic residues. Thieves Laundry Soap is a 
highly concentrated formula that can be used in 
all washers, including high-efficiency machines. 
One 32-ounce bottle contains up to 64 uses! 
Plus, it smells fantastic.

Fabric Softener: 
Add ¼–1 cup white vinegar to your final rinse cycle. Do 
not mix vinegar and chlorine bleach.

Reusable Dryer Sheets: 
Mix together ½ cup vinegar, 4 drops Tea Tree essential 
oil, and 3 drops Lavender essential oil in a small bowl. 
Put several small cotton cloths in a sealable glass 
container and pour liquid over them until the cloths are 
dampened. To use, simply remove 1-¬3 sheets from the 
container, squeezing any excess liquid back 
into the jar, and toss into the dryer. When 
your clothes are dry, put the cloth back 
into the container to reuse.

DIY Laundry Recipes


